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Abstract
The SRoL Web-based spoken language repository and tool collection was developed during several years by the collaboration of groups from the Institute for Computer Science of the Romanian Academy, CERFS Excellence Center in “Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iaşi and staff of the discipline of Language Technology, Computer Science Faculty, “A.I. Cuza” University. The web site includes thousands of voice recordings grouped on sections like “Basic sounds of the Romanian language”, “Emotional voices”, “Specific language processes”, “Pathological voices”, “Comparison of natural and synthetic speech”, “Gnathophonics and Gnathosonics”. The recordings are annotated and documented according to proprietary methodology and protocols. Moreover, we included on the site extended documentation on the Romanian language, speech technology, and tools produced by us, for voice analysis. The resources are a part of the CLARIN European Network for Language Resources. The resources and tools are useful in virtual learning for phonetics of the Romanian language, speech technology and medical subjects related to voice. We report on several applications in language learning and voice technology classes.
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1 Introduction
In a world where the Web / Internet communication is pervasive, computer is more than a study topic for everyone, it is a ubiquitous tool. Computers serve for more than doing computations, they are now one of most used means of communication and interaction – the very basis of any educational system. As a consequence, computer-based education is an obvious choice whenever a distance separates the learner and the learning person. In a general sense, computer-based education and virtual education based on Internet is today an undeniable fact of life in every academic campus. While computers and the network are the means, the spoken language represents the prevalent support of communication in the teaching-learning process. Hence the natural need to address e-learning and virtual learning of languages, voice and phonetics, voice pathology, and other aspects related to voice and spoken language.

In view of the above, we built during a timeframe of about five years a web site that offers the possibility of teaching and learning various aspects on the Romanian language
based on an annotated corpus freely accessible on the Internet. The corpus is complemented with in-depth phonetic and linguistic analyses, moreover with specific tools accessible by users from everywhere through the web (Zbancioc, M., 2006), (Teodorescu et al., 2006), (Teodorescu et al., 2007b), (Teodorescu H.N., Feraru M., 2007), (Teodorescu H.N., Feraru M., 2008). This instrument has a high level of dimensionality and aims to numerous aspects of the language that are not typical features in language corpora. This makes this “corpus-tool” the unique instrument of its kind existing today in the domain (Teodorescu et al., 2007a).

Since the second author initiated, five years ago, the Project “The Sounds of Romanian Language” (SRoL), the team increased to 8 researches. During the recent years, we studied different emotional speech database which can help in education and re-education of speech, in diagnosis and treatment, in learning a language aided by computer; examples of results published are (Teodorescu H.N. et al., 2007a), (Feraru M., Teodorescu H.N., 2008) etc.

Voice and language e-education is a topic addressed by many research and educational groups. Solomon studied the possibilities and issues of learning with and about computers in schools or in any other learning environment (Solomon C., 1988). The Eric Education Resources Page shows the importance of computer assisted education of speech and voice (Wise, B.W., Olson, R.K, 1994). On the other side, web-based educational resources and training have received attention during the last decade. Åke Olofsson offers a simple method of compensation for word decoding problems, by having the micro-computer which pronounces the words which can not be read. Olofsson uses a program developed for the IBM-PC/AT and a Scandinavian multilingual text-to-speech unit, and children can read a textfile on the monitor, and use a mouse to request the immediate pronunciation of a word (Olofsson Å., 1992).

The computer-assisted learning language software helps the interaction between student and computer by speech, by sound effects, by animation, by video, not only text. On the other hand, these are restricted by the mouse and keyboard, hence it is necessary an active interaction by spoken language through computer (Cameron K., 1999). Speech recognition offers the possibilities to computer-assisted learning language to have an active participation by oral reading and conversation. CALL system has recordings spelling by the native speaker. The user compares the quality of her pronunciation with model recordings.

In another direction of research, Warschaue observes the uses of online communications for language teaching. He determined that the interest in this domain grows day by day. He proposed a conceptual framework for understanding the role of the interaction assisted by computer (Warschaue M., 1997). Lundberg considers the computer a tool of remediation in the education of students with reading disabilities as dyslexic students which can benefit by computer training in correct reading and spelling the words (Lundberg I., 1995).

A speech database is a collection of files with sounds, structured after its own purpose. The SRoL resource (corpus) is located at the address (http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language/index.htm). The initiator conceived SRoL as an Internet-based "dictionary of sounds and words" for the Romanian language supplemented with specific manifestations of voice (including pathologies) and various tools. The SRoL
database includes files with vowels, consonants, diphthongs, sentences with emotional states, linguistic particularities for the Romanian language, dialectal voices, and gnathosonic and gnathophonic sounds. It is the first Internet based annotated database of emotional speech for the Romanian language which contains more than 1500 recordings in different coding formats (wav, ogg, txt / 22 kHz/ 24bit/ 16 bits). The phonetic recordings which refer to an annotated emotional speech corpus (database) are registered to ORDA. Figure 1 illustrates the home page of the SRoL speech database, which has English and French versions as well.

In this paper, we provide details about the applications of this database and about the SRoL-web database, available to the address http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language/index.htm.

2 Applications for learning Romanian language

One of the goals of SRoL the web site is to provide a free Romanian database for students and researchers, for linguists, for teachers, in view of teaching, learning and analysis the Romanian language sounds. The database includes the pronunciation corpus and related documentation. The database contains among others, sections with:

- recordings of syllables and words pronounced in various contexts, like accentuated word, interrogative sentences, exclamations, various emotions conveyed by the speaker, etc. This part of the database is aimed as a source for concatenative synthesizers and as benchmark for the voice recognition systems – isolated words;

- files of sounds, syllables and words pronounced by persons with various pathologies; this section may be useful in medical and phonological researches;

- files with professional voices (“perfect” pronunciations), as well as non-professional voices, the “voices of the people in the street”. For the moment, we concentrate on voices from the Iaşi region (East Romania) and middle area of Moldova.

Learning and teaching languages require well documented audio-visual tools that exemplify and fully explain spelling for a large variety of voices and contextual and emotional states. While former methods, like tape recordings and audio disks have been
helpful, the multimedia Internet-based tools offer tremendously increased capabilities. SRoL represents such a tool for the Romanian language. Not only it is the first for the Romanian language, but its multidimensionality makes it somewhat unique and novel in concept for language learning and teaching in general.

Consider the case of a foreign student who wants to improve her Romanian pronunciation by comparing the prosody of her voice with the prosody of native speakers. The student utters a sentence (from those included in the site), then opens Wasp or another similar tool and displays the energy and fundamental frequency in her voice. She then compares these prosodic features to the ones of native speakers and tries to improve her prosody until she produces correct prosodic patterns. Also, the student can compare formant values and try improving the formants of the vowels she pronounces.

This instrument is useful for learning to improve communication, moreover for human-computer speech interaction, for security, for medical applications, for video-games and interactive TV, for teachers, in the study of the Romanian language, etc.

3 Applications in medical education and re-education of speech
Voice education is needed whenever a voice pathology including some neurologic and psychiatric disorders or pathology of the vocal tract occurs. Several groups have addressed the voice re-education topic (Lundberg I., 1995), (Olofsson Å., 1992).

Till now, we included in SRoL words pronounced by persons with minor pathologies as trembling voice. We have demonstrated in our research that splitting the signal in frequency bands that correspond to the peak of F0 – F1 formants and respectively to the peak of F2 – F3 formants helps improving the discrimination process in a significant way. The use of fractal dimensions in assessing the jitter or shimmer in voice produce mixed results. Adding other fractal dimension, the rate of recognition of the tremor segments in voice improves, but it still low (Teodorescu H.N. et al, 2005). This section of the database is useful in medical and phonological researches. Also for medical education use, the site comprises a gnathosonic and gnathophonic corpus. It offers opportunities for diagnosis and treating of speech by hearing the correct pronunciation of the words. In figure 2, we exemplify a gnathophonic (a) and gnathosonic (b) recording sounds (of the speaker 19743m). In figure 2(a), we exemplified recordings of the words: “vata”, “fata”, “var”.

![Figure 2. Gnathophonic (a) and gnathosonic (b) recording with details, tool GoldWave™. By analyzing such recordings available at SRoL, students can learn how to differentiate the normal and pathological states](image-url)
Figure 2(b) illustrates a double occlusive sound. These two occlusive sounds are separated in time and denote two contact points. This is a type of occlusive sound which can produce in time a deficiency in the mandibulary movement and erosion of teeth. The educators and students can use many of the statistical studies regarding the pathological sounds in the Romanian language and recordings of persons with different pathologies (see section: Gnathosonic and Gnathophonic Archive) that the site includes.

Emotions rending in voice and emotion analysis is increasingly addressed in recent years, including for medical and psychiatric diagnosis and treatment (Lundberg I., 1995), (Olofsson Å., 1992). The recordings from the emotional database at Max-Planck-Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience are made by a female fluent speaker; they made an electroencephalogram (EEG); the validation commission has twenty persons; they didn’t offer information about the listeners; they judged the semantic content and the prosodic feature on five-point scale; the goal was to relate the emotions and to recognize a location in the human brain (Polzin, T.S., Waibel, A.H., 1998). We have addressed the topic in SRoL. The SRoL database contains feminine and masculine emotional voices; the speakers are aged between 25-35 years and they have no manifested pathologies. We analyzed only the audio voice signal. We did not make analyses like EEG, EMG, electroglottogram, etc., as those contained in other databases, like the Magdeburger Prosodie Korpus (Wendt B., Scheich H., 2002).

Every recording from the SRoL database is accompanied by the speaker profile and by the questionnaire concerning vocal pathology and objective factors for every speaker (Feraru, M., Teodorescu, H.N., 2008). The speaker’s profile offers linguistic, ethnic, medical, educational, professional information about the speaker. The questionnaire presents details regarding the health state of the speaker (http://www.etc.tuiasi.ro/sibm/romanian_spoken_language/ro/protocol_nou.htm).

4 Applications in teaching the voice signal technology classes
Signal technology classes are taught around the world. For examples, the Center for Spoken Language Understanding (CSLU) offers available language database from speech area and hearing science. These resources are important for analyzing the speech, for diagnosing and treating speech and language problems, for training students and so on. The tools and the corpora are distributed to over 2000 sites in 65 countries (Cole R.A., 1999). In education these tools help students learn about speech, learn a new language, learn through interactive media systems, or to become accustomed to hearing the normal and abnormal voice signal.

The SRoL team developed instruments for vocal signal processing regarding the extraction of patterns from this signal, and the computing of the fundamental frequency trace, respectively the traces of formants F1, F2, F3. The site offers, beside executables programs, descriptions for each of these tools. Those descriptions are intended for a “medium user”, offering elementary explications and relevant references for a deeper understanding (Teodorescu H.N. et al., 2007), (Cristea D. et al, 2004).

The second author currently uses the SRoL corpus in teaching and laboratory activities in the class “Speech Technology” given for the master degree in “Computational
Linguistics” at the Faculty of Computer Science, “Al.I. Cuza” University of Iași. Details on the use in Voice Technology classes of some topics from SRoL are described in (Cristea D. et al, 2004). At the international EUROLAN 2007 summer school, the second author used the SRoL site to present “Traces of emotion, intentions and meaning in spoken Romanian” (http://eurolan.info.uaic.ro/html/profs/HNTeodorescu.html). The second author taught the specific methodology aspects, results obtained on the characterization of emotions in speech, possibilities of recognition of emotions and intentions in speech, and the relationship between specific meanings and the prosody in specific constructions in the Romanian language. The lesson exemplified applications of analysis of the speech emotional prosody to social, psycho-social, educational and psycho-medical topics.

5 Discussion and conclusions
Our team has a long standing experience with using novel technologies in teaching, hosting for three decades (Teodorescu H.N., Sofron E., 1987), (De Coulon et al., 1996), (Teodorescu H.N., 1998), (Teodorescu H.N. et al, 2000a,b), (Teodorescu H.N., 2001). We applied that experience to the SRoL e-teaching and e-learning resource.

The SRoL resource is a vast annotated corpus of speech files complemented by tutorials, papers and additional files, moreover with tools for speech processing. If used by an experimented student or teacher, it may become a powerful tool for instruction and learning the Romanian language pronunciation, speech technology, and voice pathology and re-education. The SRoL sound voice resource is useful in many domains, including phonology, applied computer science, and medicine. Students and researchers have the opportunity to have a freely accessible site, for learning the pronunciation of Romanian language, for making comparative study between Romanian and other language, for development of synthetic systems, for other linguistic, phonetic, socio-linguistic or medicine applications.

This database is structured corresponding to precise criteria, documented and annotated according to a well defined methodology. The site has more then 1500 recordings of syllable, word, sentence with different tonalities and pronounced with different emotional states. The database contains recordings of professional and normal voice, from the Nord – East region of Romania, without dialectal accent.

The SRoL resources have been recognized by several bodies, beyond the scientific publications that included our papers on SRoL. CLARIN European Network of Language Resources accepted SRoL as a member; ORDA (the Romanian Office for Authorship Rights) registered the original recordings, and the SRoL received a gold medal and media attention at the INVENTICA 2009 fair for inventions and creativity. Also, the website of Ambassade de France in Romania briefly described in its Bulletin the SRoL site and its use in education (http://www.bulletins-electroniques.com/actualites/58811.htm). Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi, Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Information Technology) intends to use SRoL in helping foreign students enrolled at this university learn Romanian pronunciation.
We hope the SRoL resources will be used in all the universities in Romania by foreign students who learn the Romanian language, moreover in other academic media and as an online tool by foreign students and teachers. We welcome any request for help and educational advice from all those who wish to use our SRoL language-related web resources in virtual e-teaching and learning.
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